INTRODUCTION
============

Glioblastoma (GBM), a highly invasive malignant brain tumor, carries a dismal prognosis, with a median survival of 14 months ([@R1]) and less than 10% 5-year survival rate after diagnosis despite aggressive therapy, including surgery, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy ([@R2]). Because of the tumor stemness and heterogeneity of GBM, the tumor cells experience continuous phenotype changes during months of treatment cycles and often develop therapeutic resistance, resulting in a high recurrence rate (\>90%) and, consequentially, high lethality ([@R3], [@R4]). Therefore, beyond the necessity to guide the development of new drugs, efficient model systems that enable fast and predictive evaluations of candidate drugs are in critical need. To provide biological relevant experimental settings in which drug efficacy can be assessed, a suitable tumor growth environment and long-term culture capabilities are required.

Today, the gold standard to study GBM remains animal models, which typically involve injecting GBM cells into the rodent brains and then euthanizing multiple animals to conduct the histological analyses for different tumor stages. However, these animal models necessitate high-precision cranial surgery with the risk of inflammation and animal loss ([@R5]) and carry inherent high sample variability. In addition, animal models often require end point analysis, so it is difficult to perform live longitudinal studies in the same animal to avoid big sample variation between different animals. Hence, preclinical studies typically lead to large sample variation between different animals. In vitro approaches including monolayer cell culture ([@R6]--[@R8]) and spheroid/aggregates in suspension ([@R8]--[@R12]) allow high-throughput testing of various therapeutic options with higher reproducibility and lower cost under customizable microenvironments. However, these models lack the long-term culture capability and the three-dimensional (3D) tumor microenvironment that includes surrounding blood vessels and extracellular matrices (ECMs); therefore, they have limited abilities to replicate the dynamically changing tumor behaviors. Maintaining long-term cell viability is also challenging in current in vitro models because of the limited territory for proliferation and the difficulties in supplying sufficient nutrient/oxygen transport through diffusion. There is a pressing need for in vitro GBM tumor models that can provide adequate 3D spaces and microenvironments to mimic the invasive tumor behaviors while supporting long-term tissue viability.

In addition, the assessment of tissue constructs via live imaging brings new challenges. 3D model systems are required to be of millimeter to centimeter thickness to contain a sufficient volume of matrix for long-term sustainability. Although at such scale, tumor tissue structures become more and more turbid because of the increased cell numbers and the deposition of cell-secreted ECM components. Hence, traditional imaging technologies such as fluorescence microscopy techniques are limited in assessing these large tissue samples because of a limited field of view (\<1 mm^2^), shallow depth penetration (approximately a few hundred micrometers) ([@R13]), and potential for photobleaching. Although optical imaging techniques have been enabling tumor microenvironment studies for decades, a trade-off between speed, depth, and resolution is still the inherent limitation ([@R14]). The optical imaging techniques that are proficient in the mesoscopic regime (at a depth of a few millimeters) over the large field of views are limited to either structural imaging ([@R15]) or incapable of using readily available conventional fluorescence library ([@R16]) \[i.e., photoacoustic imaging (PAI)\]. Although PAI is highly sensitive against chromophores, recent studies reported fluorescent molecule imaging with newly developed infrared proteins ([@R17]). On the other hand, techniques with high molecular sensitivity, such as fluorescence microscopy techniques, suffer from the limited field of view, which proportionally increases the imaging time and the limited imaging depth in turbid tissue structures. Long-term and nonsacrificial imaging with minimal damage to the sample is another requirement for predictive therapy evaluations, as it will ultimately enable high-throughput screening for personalized treatment, which will not only reduce time and financial cost but also reduce intersubject variations that limits the predictive potential of animal models. Thus, a noninvasive, fast deep-tissue imaging technique is required for imaging thick in vitro 3D tumor models, designed with the proper microenvironment and for longitudinal studies.

In this study, we took a synergistic approach to address the challenges mentioned above by combining a 3D bioprinted tumor vascular model with our second-generation mesoscopic fluorescence molecular tomography (2GMFMT) imaging system succeeding the first generation ([@R18]). Here, we demonstrated that our platform enabled up to 70 days of viable tissue culture and 3D volumetric monitoring of patient-derived GBM tumor spheroids during pre-- and post--drug treatment periods ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, top). The in vitro longitudinal studies span several months with repeated imaging protocols. Each imaging session exposes laser light on samples, and cells undergo stressful conditions during these long imaging processes, which reduces the cell viability. Thus, selecting an imaging modality not only for the shortest possible image acquisition time but also without potential photodamage has the utmost importance. 2GMFMT offers the least stress on cell culture, therefore allowing frequent imaging sessions (higher temporal resolution for longitudinal studies) without compromising the tissue integrity ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, bottom).

![Conceptual figure for the workflow.\
(**Top**) Integration of the platform: 3D tumor tissue model and 2GMFMT. The platform enables long-term tissue culture and longitudinal assessment of tumor invasion. Bio-printing: 3D tissue containing a GBM spheroid and vascular channels were bioprinted within a plexiglass perfusion chamber and cultured with medium perfusion (with or without drug). Longitudinal imaging is conducted through a thick plexiglass for both tumor growth period and drug regimen. Noninvasive imaging was conducted through a transparent plexiglass chamber. Descanned configuration enabled dense sampling of the target. Each scan point (i.e., p, r, and s) represents a pixel in the raw data. As a representative, one detector raw datum was shown. A full frame was completed when raster scanning is finished (scan point number, s). Typically, a full field of view scanning is completed in \~20 s. (**Bottom**) Multimodal imaging and 3D reconstruction for all potential modalities. 2GMFMT imaging was performed on the model every 3 to 4 days with 2GMFMT. 2GMFMT presents superior data acquisition time for volumetric assessment of GBM brain tumor in comparison to its counterparts microscopic magnetic resonance imaging (μMRI) and laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM). WFFM, wide-field fluorescence microscopy. Photo credit: Vivian Lee, Northeastern University.](aay7513-F1){#F1}

RESULTS
=======

3D model development: Tumor cell responses to drug treatment in 2D and 3D cultures
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The traditional in vitro models, 2D cell monolayer ([Fig. 2, A and B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and 3D spheroid in suspension ([Fig. 2, C and D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), failed to recapitulate tumor invasion features because of the lack of surrounding matrices. In addition, the long-term temozolomide (TMZ) treatment was hindered by the overgrowth of cells. 2D cultured GBM cells formed a monolayer of an extremely dense cell population, and the layer often peeled off during medium change (fig. S1), impeding the sample reproducibility. Spheroids cultured in suspension irregularly created satellite cell clumps or 2D growth in the low attachment plate ([Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), also suppressing long-term reproducibility. The metabolic activities of GBM cells under both conditions were decreased over time with higher TMZ dose. The suspended 3D spheroid ([Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) presented greater decreases in metabolic activity level than 2D monolayer after 21 days of long-term TMZ treatment ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), also showing the shrinkage of tumor mass ([Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). However, both models were not able to capture the regrowth of GBM cells shown in the 3D bioprinted model ([Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Drug response of GBM cells cultured in different settings.\
Drug response of GBM cells cultured in different settings. (**A** to **D**) alamarBlue test results for testing metabolic activities of tumor cells and the overlay of phase contrast and fluorescent images of GBM cells cultured in 2D monolayer (A and B) and 3D suspended spheroid (C and D). (**E**) Invasive behavior of GBM cells before and after the treatment. SD02 cells from the embedded spheroid aggressively invaded into the surrounding matrix (day 26), regressed, and showed shrinkage of tumor core after drug treatment (14 days after drug treatment). However, some GBM cells survived the treatment and resumed its active invasion even with the continuing treatment (31 days after drug treatment). Top-view images (B, D, and E) were captured using WFFM. EC, endothelial cell.](aay7513-F2){#F2}

The newly developed bioprinted 3D tumor vascular model was cultured under dynamic perfusion for up to 70 days. The structural integrity and the cell viability of the printed tissue were maintained during the culture period, showing the long-term culture and imaging capabilities of our platform. The embedded GBM spheroid began matrix invasion within the first week after the fabrication ([Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, day 6). The pretreatment culture lasted for 3 to 5 weeks until the GBM cells traveled 1 to 2 mm from the spheroid, invading into the surrounding matrix ([Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, day 26). Then, drug treatment culture started with perfusion of 100 μM TMZ. During the first 3 weeks of subsequent drug treatment, we observed the regression of individual tumor cells in the invasion area and a slight decrease in the fluorescent intensity ([Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, 14 days after drug treatment). Despite this regressing tendency, some GBM cells survived the treatment and demonstrated therapeutic resistance ([@R19]). This subset of cells resumed the matrix invasion and proliferation, even with the continuing drug treatment ([Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, 31 days after drug treatment).

Resolution characterization of MFMT
-----------------------------------

To demonstrate the 3D imaging performances of our 2GMFMT platform ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) in terms of depth penetration and imaging resolution, we designed an agar phantom containing fluorescent polystyrene beads, separated by 175 μm ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Results of this comparative imaging study are provided in panels C to E of [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} in 2D projection and in 3D reconstruction in panels F to J of [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}.

![Imaging system rendered image and sensitivity characterization.\
(**A**) 2GMFMT system is depicted with plexiglass sample holder. The same optical pathway for excitation and emission light enabled coaligned raster scanning of the light and the detector array (i.e., camera) that entails descanned mode for data collection. EMCCD, electron-multiplying charge-coupled device. (**B**) Wide-field image of spheres before they were placed in the sample holder. Spheres were separated, *d* = 175 μm. Scale bars, 200 μm. (**C** and **D**) The *x*-*y* maximum intensity projection for LSCM and 2GMFMT, respectively. (**E**) The *x*-*z* cross section from μMRI volume. The known diameter and depth of spheres enabled to generate a ground truth (GT) image (**F**). μMRI (**G**), LSCM (**H**), and 2GMFMT (**I**) competed against each other. Performance criterion of volume error and sphericity showed that 2GMFMT overall delivered a better performance against its counterparts. (**J**) The table shows a detailed comparison for these volume error and sphericity metrics.](aay7513-F3){#F3}

For an objective performance assessment of 2GMFMT 3D imaging accuracy against two conventional imaging modalities, volume error and sphericity were adapted as quantitative metrics ([@R20], [@R21]). We computed image-driven quantitative metrics using a commercial software (Amira; FEI Inc.). The ideal 3D reconstruction would yield zero volume error; a perfect sphere yields a sphericity score of 100%, and lower scores indicate a loss of accuracy in retrieving the spherical bead shape. As seen in [Fig. 3K](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, 2GMFMT resolved two spheroids, either better or competitive performance metrics in comparison to conventional imaging modalities ([Fig. 3K](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Our results indicated that the laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM) and 2GMFMT delivered the smallest volume errors, \~23 and \~25%, respectively. For sphericity (*S*), microscopic magnetic resonance imaging (μMRI) yields the highest shape accuracy (*S* = 90), which is followed by 2GMFMT (*S* = 83), and LSCM (*S* = 14) showed a low shape accuracy ([Fig. 3K](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

LSCM yields the lowest sphericity among the three modalities because of the low imaging capability in scattering environment as seen in agar phantom and the 3D bioprinted GBM model. Conversely, μMRI has the highest score, as it is not affected by the optical properties of the sample but reports on its structural composition ([Fig. 3K](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). If we take both metrics into consideration, then μMRI and 2GMFMT have the highest performance although we have to note that 2GMFMT data acquisition (\<2 min) took substantially less than μMRI (∼2 hours). In addition, μMRI image of the polystyrene beads is based on tissue contrast, while 2GMFMT is based on fluorescent signals of the beads. In addition, μMRI image is based on a contrast mechanism that does not provide molecular specificity, while 2GMFMT is based on fluorescent signals from molecules. A visual comparison of reconstructions from all modalities is presented in movie S1.

Tissue culture imaging
----------------------

We analyzed the image end points in twofold: 2D intensity-area comparison and 3D reconstruction-volume comparison.

### Area-based comparison

To further validate the potential of our combined bioprinting and imaging platform, we compared raw fluorescence measurements obtained via wide-field fluorescence microscopy (WFFM) and our 2GMFMT system ([Fig. 4, A and B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In clinical settings, the treatment efficacy and the disease recurrence are typically assessed via medical image--based end points including the tumor diameter(s) (i.e., cross-sectional area) and tumor volume for the drug response assessment ([@R22]). Since WFFM does not have 3D capabilities and its measurements were limited to 2D, we performed area-based comparisons using the epifluorescence microscopy equivalent of 2GMFMT measurements (i.e., zero source-detector separation data). We picked tumor H for demonstration purpose, and the rest of the comparison can be found in figs. S4 to S6, presenting the corresponding trends between WFFM and 2GMFMT. In both modalities, we observed a decreased fluorescent intensity in the tumor core area and the spreading of peripheral low-intensity area (invasion area; represents individual tumor cell invasions). Although 2GMFMT could not provide a single-cell scale resolution as WFFM, it successfully captured the changes in intensity and tumor area with 200-μm lateral resolution. To further refine the utility of these 2D measurements, the fluorescence signals associated with the spheroid (core) and invasion components of the tumor model were retrieved via image segmentation ([Fig. 4, E and F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The core was represented by the full width at half maximum (FWHM) intensity, and the invasion area was depicted by the intensity profile from FWHM to 10% of the maximum. The intensity values below 10% were regarded as background signal and discarded. The longitudinal quantitative estimation of these two 2D measurements is reported in [Fig. 4 (C and D)](#F4){ref-type="fig"} (for the remaining results, see figs. S4 to S6). The timeline was divided into a growth period (green area: before drug treatment) and a drug treatment period (red area: after treatment). Calculations showed that MFMT yields larger area than WFFM ([Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), \~0.4 and \~0.25 mm^2^, respectively. At the end of the drug treatment, the MFMT and WFFM core area calculation difference was widened with \>0.6 and \<0.1 mm^2^, respectively. On the contrary, invasion area showed a similar trend for both modalities, starting from \~1.5 to \~1 mm^2^ and ending at \~4 and 2 mm^2^, respectively, for MFMT and WFFM.

![Longitudinal intensity assessment of GBM brain tumor (tumor ID: 1).\
(**A**) WFFM that depicts the cellular invasion. (**B**) Epifluorescence equivalent raw data from 2GMFMT shows the diffused intensity signal from tumor cells. The 50% maximum intensity isoline (white) delineates the tumor core area, and the 10% maximum intensity isoline (black) shows the invasion area. Core area (**C**) and invasion area (**D**) values are shown for all data points, and representative data points are shown pictorially. In particular, the invasion area followed the same trend across modalities. (**E**) The segmented core areas from WFFM and MFMT 2D images for initial stage (day 26) and regressed stage (TMZ regimen at day 27). (**F**) The segmented invasion areas WFFM and MFMT 2D images for initial stage (day 26) and regressed stage (TMZ regimen at day 27). Scale bars, 500 μm.](aay7513-F4){#F4}

### Volume-based comparison

2D measurements such as cross-sectional estimates provide only a partial view of the tumor model. Hence, clinically, tumor treatment efficacy is assessed by volume estimation where the volume change is expected to represent the overall tumor response against therapies ([@R22]). However, μMRI was found not suitable for in vitro studies because the contrast between the spheroid and the collagen scaffold reduced greatly over time. Thus, we were not able to use μMRI as a comparison tool against 2GMFMT. Hence, we resorted to 3D fluorescence imaging for noninvasive tumor volume estimation via fluorescent protein reporter gene signal. Advanced fluorescence imaging modalities such as confocal or multiphoton can be used for this purpose when the sample is relatively transparent and thin (a few hundred micrometers) ([@R13]). However, our 3D tumor tissue model system that consists of a 3- to 5-mm-thick turbid construct and a sealed biochamber is 8 to 10 mm in total thickness and, thus, is not amenable to confocal or multiphoton.

To demonstrate the utility of our mesoscopic imaging system on these models, we sequentially imaged the tumor models on 2GMFMT, LSCM, and μMRI up to 70 days, covering the tumor growth regime and the drug regimen. The 3D visualization of the tumor model (red) and the printed perfused channel (green) are provided in [Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. The 3D reconstruction of 2GMFMT provides diverse aspects of information/knowledge about the volumetric change of GBM tumor. The tumor spheroid maintained a spherical shape during the growth period (day 26) and the drug treatment (day 63: drug day 37), then transformed to the flatter shape, and invaded into surrounding area ([Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). These observations from the volume-based analysis of 2GMFMT correspond with our previous findings on drug-responsive tumor behavior ([Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). While 2GMFMT successfully captured the volumetric information of tumor mass, LSCM partially detected the bottom hemisphere of tumor spheroids \[[Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, LSCM (day26)\]. As the tissue structure became more opaque throughout the culture period due to production of ECMs, it became more difficult to retrieve fluorescent signals using LSCM \[[Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, LSCM (day 63: drug day 37)\]. The LSCM image acquisition was conducted through the bottom part of the collagen matrix (spheroids are within a depth of \~500 μm), whereas the 2GMFMT was conducted through the top part of the collagen (spheroid, between a depth of 1 to 2 mm), which is a far more challenging configuration for imaging.

![Longitudinal volumetric assessment of GBM brain tumor.\
Longitudinal volumetric assessment of GBM tumor 1 was demonstrated by comparing LSCM and 2GMFMT (**A** and **B**). μMRI provided collagen structure and was used as a coregistration landmark. The vascular construct, formed by endothellial cells, is shown in green, and the GBM is in red by both LSCM and 2GMFMT. (**C**) LSCM and 2GMFMT showed a similarity in volume variation trend with different rates of change. (**D**) Maximum intensity projections from LSCM and 2GMFMT were compared with LSCM images. Scale bar, 1 mm.](aay7513-F5){#F5}

3D tumor volume was estimated using the measurements from the three different imaging modalities ([Fig 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). For 2GMFMT, the tumor volume was calculated by the voxel numbers. The results show a gradual volume change trend with a slight increase during growth period ([Fig. 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, green shaded area), a brief stagnation of growth when the treatment began, and a continuous expansion through the rest of the treatment cycle ([Fig. 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, red shaded area). For WFFM, the volume was estimated using 2D cross-sectional area measurements with an assumption that tumor spheroids are in spherical shape. This is a typical approach in the field, but any deviation from a spherical shape would cause a discrepancy between the calculated and the actual volume ([Fig. 5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). When GBM spheroids maintained a spherical shape, the volume calculations from WFFM and MFMT were well corresponding (fig. S4 to S6, A to C). In the case of LSCM, it was impossible to obtain meaningful volume data, as no signals were captured when imaging with LSCM at a depth of over half a millimeter. 3D estimation of the tumor volume via μMRI measurement was possible only at the initial stages when the contrast between the spheroid and the collagen matrix is large enough. μMRI failed to detect the later tumor expansion led by GBM cell invasion and migration. For the 3D visualization of the whole construct, including the collagen matrix, vascular channels, and tumors, please see the movie S2.

DISCUSSION
==========

Clinically relevant biological systems with predictive potential allow researchers to investigate patient-specific tumor behaviors, thus having a potential in efficient evaluations of therapeutic efficacy on individual tumor types. To enable these goals in vitro, experimental models need to satisfy multiple requirements: (i) the use of patient-derived glioma stem cells; (ii) controllable 3D microenvironment that provides space and stimuli for 3D tumor invasion, which is a marked feature of GBMs; (iii) long-term culture and imaging capability; and (iv) nonsacrificial noninvasive imaging modality that can longitudinally detect tumor cells within thick and opaque tissues. Here, we report on the development and characterization of a study platform that meets these requirements. The integrated platform of bioprinted tumor vascular model and 2GMFMT supported a faster acquisition time compared to the traditional modalities and minimized the tissue damage, thus enabling successful long-term monitoring of tumor invasion with higher temporal resolution. The volume investigation was conducted before and after drug treatment, showing the potential of our system for the creation of patient-specific tumor model and its application for testing various treatment regimens (e.g., chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and combinations of multiple treatments).

On the bioprinted model side, the 3D constructed model allows replicating 3D environment for the physiological tumor invasion and the antitreatment responses. The incorporation of a tumor spheroid within 3D matrix not only allows the GBM invasion but also increases the life span of the tumor spheroid. Long-term culture is required for tumor stem cell differentiation and therapeutic resistance development. Therefore, the drug treatment experiments were designed to maximize the total incubation time (including pretreatment and drug treatment period) as much as possible in vitro. Previous studies often used a short treatment period (1 to 5 days) and pretreatment culture time (several days) for in vitro drug test ([@R23]--[@R26]), whereas we have performed the TMZ treatment for longer term (up to 21 days for drug treatment; \>5 days for pretreatment culture). The longer pretreatment culture time and drug treatment time resulted in higher cell confluency and cell stabilization, which can possibly promote direct cell-cell interactions such as tight junction formations, possibly impeding chemotherapy efficacy on a confluent 2D GBM monolayer. When the tumor cells were seeded sparsely, more immediate cell deaths by drug treatment were observed. On 2D monolayer in our experimental setting, surviving cells continued to grow on the 2D plane, whereas this growth phenomenon appeared relatively less in tumor spheroids in suspension, resulting in higher drug sensitivity in tumor spheroids (fig. S2, C and D). Unlike the suspension culture, the spheroids within 3D matrix present organoid-like behaviors ([@R27], [@R28]), presenting an extended life span and stratified cell layers. The fluorescent intensity of core area was reduced after the drug treatment, indicating substantial cell death in the area and possibly a formation of necrotic tumor core ([Fig. 4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The tumor cells in the core region (inner layer) and the surrounding region (outer layer) showed distinctive morphologies, proliferation, and invasions ([Fig. 4, E and F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

The long-term flow culture over 2 months combined with the incorporation of tumor sphere is the most distinguishing feature of our in vitro model over previous researches. While animal experiments proceed over several months, most in vitro experiments run on a few days, at most 2 to 3 weeks of time frame. The development of therapeutic resistance and tumor stem cell differentiation are processes that occur over several months; thus, our in vitro model platform has a unique advantage for studying long-term tumor stem cell behavior under customizable microenvironmental conditions (e.g., high vascular flow versus impeded vascular flow). In this study, only simple tissue was used to maximize imaging capability across various modalities. However, the bioprinting technology will support further increasing tissue complexity by allowing incorporating multiple cell types, ECMs, and soluble chemical in desired 3D patterns. Our pilot study of GBM invasion within a more advanced model---which includes astrocytes, brain pericytes, and brain endothelial cells within different ECMs (fig. S7)---more closely mimics brain environment, showing the capability of our tissue fabrication platform in creating various environments. This system presents a unique experimental tool to address fundamental questions of tumor vascular biology, which would be difficult to resolve using conventional in vivo or in vitro models.

Advanced optical imaging modalities (i.e., confocal and multiphoton) lack the large field of view and imaging depth for imaging the entire tissue construct of several millimeters. Similarly, traditional imaging modalities such as MRI and computed tomography cannot image molecular signals by fluorescence and also deliver insufficient soft tissue contrast for structural imaging. Hence, we integrated the bioprinting approach with an advanced mesoscopic optical imaging modality, 2GMFMT. To demonstrate the utility and performances of this novel molecular imaging methodology, we performed (i) data fidelity check (WFFM and 2GMFMT) and (ii) volumetric assessment across modalities (μMRI, LSCM, and 2GMFMT). In summary, 2GMFMT can collect the same measurements that can be gained by current nonsacrificial imaging modalities, such as tumor area and fluorescent intensity change, with an equivalent or higher sensitivity. In addition, it has a superior capability in the 3D visualization and the volumetric monitoring of GBM tumor growth within thick and opaque tissue constructs. The intensity profile and cross-sectional area, measured by 2GMFMT, were comparable to those of WFFM ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). For the volumetric assessment, μMRI gave accurate data on collagen density but could not discern spheroids from the collagen scaffold in the later culture stages, which was a necessity for validation purposes. LSCM, on the other hand, failed to collect accurate volume information since it is incapable of capturing the signal from the entire volume, deep in the collagen matrix. Overall, the 2GMFMT provides accurate sphericity, fluorescent intensity, and volume. Another emerging microscopy technique, light-sheet microscopy (LSM) is valuable in this context ([@R29]). With recent developments, it can offer fast volumetric imaging but requires inherently transparent samples or clearance for optical transparency, so only end point analysis of the fixed samples is allowed, while live samples are impossible ([@R30]). 2GMFMT, on the other hand, can be applied to live samples without fixation or any chemical before treatment. For those reasons, we believe that the integrated platform of 3D bioprinting and 2GMFMT has a potential to be a valuable addition to the longitudinal tissue imaging toolbox.

Note that the imaging of biological samples in their biochamber leads to additional challenges. Widely used imaging technologies for tumor studies, μMRI and LSCM, have long time requirements for in vitro and in vivo studies. Here, μMRI and LSCM imaging sessions required \~2 hours to complete, separately. In addition, LSCM also has intense light energy density, which can cause phototoxicity of the fluorescent proteins to the cells. This puts immense pressure on the viability of cells. Conversely, the 2GMFMT system allows full volumetric data acquisition in as quickly as 20 s, and the light energy density is three orders of magnitude smaller than LSCM. Thanks to high-speed sampling through the 2D detector array of a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera, 2GMFMT can deliver high-resolution reconstruction (100 to 200 μm) over a large field of view (up to 1 cm^2^) up to a depth of 5 mm. Those key features provide a big relief for longitudinal imaging of tissue samples, which need to be taken out of the incubator and put back as soon as possible after the imaging acquisition. By definition, those tissue constructs host highly scattering tissue samples and should be kept in a controlled environment (i.e., incubator). Access to an imaging modality that can complete data acquisition for volumetric imaging over a large field of view in less than a minute will immensely increase the survival rate of the cells in tissue construct.

In this study, our integrated platform provides customizable in vitro model systems combined with an efficient long-term nonsacrificial imaging for the volumetric change of tumor mass, thus presenting a great potential in evaluating therapeutic options under more physiological settings compared to previous in vitro approaches. The next-generation in vitro models, in synergy with sensitive multiplexed molecular imaging techniques, may offer the unique ability to better understand and characterize GBM biology, guide development of novel therapies, and provide analytical predictive metrics of therapy efficacy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Cell culture and hydrogel preparation
-------------------------------------

Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs; enhanced green fluorescent protein--transfected) were cultured at 37°C in 5% CO~2~ in EGM-2 Endothelial Cell Growth Medium-2 (Lonza). Patient-derived GBM (isocitrate dehydrogenase--wild type) cells, transduced with mCherry-expressing lentivirus, were cultured on laminin-coated tissue culture flask in complete NeuroCult NS-A proliferation medium for human cells (STEMCELL Technologies). Culture medium was changed every 2 days. For the cell seeding on bioprinted channels, HUVECs were harvested using 0.25% trypsin-EDTA and then maintained as cell suspensions on ice until they are ready to be seeded. To create GBM spheroid, 1000 to 5000 GBM cells were plated into a Corning Spheroid Microplate and then cultured for 7 to 14 days until the spheroids reach the desired diameter (\>400 μm). Collagen hydrogel precursor (3.0 mg/ml; rat tail, type I; Corning) was used as a main scaffold material for bioprinting. Gelatin from porcine skin (10%; Sigma-Aldrich) was used as a sacrificial material to create fluidic channels.

Bioprinting of vascular GBM model
---------------------------------

Two fluidic vascular channels were created on top of printed collagen layers using 10% gelatin as a sacrificial material \[[Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, bioprinting (steps 1 and 2)\] ([@R31]--[@R33]). GBM spheroid was placed on the printed collagen layer, in between two gelatin channels \[[Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, bioprinting (step 3)\]. Excessive medium around the spheroid was removed, and a small amount of collagen I was added to fix the spheroid location. More collagen layers were printed on top of the gelatin channels and GBM spheroid \[[Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, bioprinting (step 4)\]. The whole structure was then incubated for 20 to 30 min to liquefy gelatin and obtain fluidic channels. HUVECs in suspension were injected into the channels (seeding density: 8 million cells/ml) to create cell lining on the inner channel surface \[[Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, bioprinting (step 5)\]. The entire construct was printed in a flow chamber, which allows stable, long-term perfusion ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The construct was cultured with EGM-2 medium for up to 70 days at 37°C in 5% CO~2~. The culture medium was changed three to four times a day through the vascular channel.

Drug treatment
--------------

GBM cells were plated in a 96-well tissue culture plate (2D monolayer culture condition) or a Corning Spheroid Microplate (suspended 3D spheroid culture condition). The cells were cultured in NeuroCult NS-A proliferation medium until they formed a confluent monolayer or spheroid with a diameter of \~500 μm. Then, the cultured medium was switched to EGM-2 medium with varying concentrations of TMZ (concentrations, 0, 10, 100, and 1000 μM; Sigma-Aldrich). In bioprinted 3D tissue model, drug treatment had begun by adding TMZ (final concentration, 100 μM; Sigma-Aldrich) to culture medium when the GBM invasion distance reached 1 to 2 mm.

Metabolic activity assay
------------------------

alamarBlue reagent was used to quantify the metabolic activity level of GBM cells after drug treatment. After 7, 14, and 21 days of drug treatment, EGM-2 medium containing 10% alamarBlue was added to a 96-well tissue culture plate (2D condition) and a spheroid microplate (suspended 3D spheroid condition). The cells were incubated with alamarBlue for 4 hours; then, the medium was collected. The fluorescent intensity of medium was measured using a Tecan Infinite 200 PRO multimode reader (excitation, 545 nm; emission, 590 nm).

Multimodal imaging process
--------------------------

Four GBM tumors from two different cell lines were monitored up to 72 days. The longitudinal process includes two segments: a growth period and a drug regimen for the GBMs. The state of the GBMs was assessed by nonconcurrent imaging with WFFM, LSCM, μMRI, and 2GMFMT. Our goal is to monitor the cellular invasion and volumetric change of the GBM spheroids and to show that 2GMFMT delivers the most efficient and comprehensive information about the overall structure.

The imaging orientation is shown for LSCM and 2GMFMT in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The main reason that we chose this orientation was to conduct our validation study. We placed the GBM and vascular channels close to bottom plexiglass (\<500 μm) so that LSCM could work at its best condition, while 2GMFMT collected the data from the top through \~3-mm-thick plexiglass and a few millimeters of collagen.

The longitudinal images were acquired before and after administration of a clinically approved drug (TMZ; 50 to 100 μM) ([@R1], [@R34], [@R35]) to replicate the progression of the disease and the clinical protocol where imaging was carried out before initiating the treatment and after the treatment ends. Typical acquisition times varied across the imaging modalities: \~2 min for WFFM, 1 to 2 hours for LSCM, and \~2 hours for μMRI.

2GMFMT imaging
--------------

The optical diagram of our 2GMFMT system is shown in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Briefly, the optical path starts with introducing an excitation light (Exc.) into the system through a linear polarizer (P). A polarizing beam splitter (PBS) reflects \~90% of the S-polarized light onto a galvanometer mirror pair (GM). The GM controls the scanning area and dwell time for each excitation point through a scan lens (SL). The backscattered light is collected by the same SL and filtered by the PBS. The PBS allows \~90% transmission of P-polarized emission to pass and minimizes the specular reflection of S-polarized excitation. After the PBS, the backscattered light is further filtered by another polarizer (A; to additionally reduce specular reflection) and then spectrally filtered using the appropriate interference filter (F). As this descanned configuration collects light exiting the tissue, 0.6 to 1.8 mm away from the illumination spot, the signals acquired exhibit a large dynamical range. To mitigate this drawback, we introduce a custom-made reflection block (RB) right before relaying the signal onto the camera, effectively blocking the light originating at the same location as the illumination spot. RB ensures an adequate dynamical range and signal-to-noise ratio for distal detectors. The light is then collected by an electron-multiplying CCD (EMCCD) (iXon EM+ DU-897 back illuminated; Andor Technology).

Data acquisition
----------------

The relative positions of source and detector locations as imaged on the specimen by our system are shown in fig. S3, where the blue dot represents the detectors and red dots represent the source positions. Source raster scans over the target area (gray area). Each source point corresponds to a pixel on the image plane, and as the raster scan is completed, full detector frames are formed. This depiction renders an acquisition mode with 2 by 2 binning, leading to a total of 256 by 256 detectors. Of those detectors, we selected an appropriate source-detector separation (\~0.6 mm) for 49 detectors in a square grid formation (the center detector was discarded because of the 0-mm source-detector separation). The center detector delivers the wide-field equivalent image. The source and detectors are moving together as indicated by the red arrow, and the source is always in the center of the detector array. The software-controlled raster scanning step size and dwell times are set to 200 μm and 20 ms, respectively. The spatial sampling was set to 200 μm as a trade-off between the resolution and the computation cost. The typical field of view of imaging is 6.2 mm by 6.2 mm and leads to scanning a total of 961 points, and for the 48 detectors, the measurement vector scales up in size. In addition, the corresponding sensitivity matrix size increases proportionally. The dwell time was set to 20 ms as an empirical value, maintaining both the sufficient signal level and the short acquisition time while minimizing the delivered light energy onto the sample.

Reconstruction algorithm: Forward model
---------------------------------------

The radiative transport equation was solved (Green's function, *G~i~*) through central processing unit--based Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. The simulation is a computationally heavy process because of the large number of source-detector pairs (48 pairs) and dense spatial sampling (31 × 31 = 961). Traditionally, a full sensitivity matrix requires a total number of 48 × 961 = 46,128 simulations. However, thanks to the efficient adjoint formulation ([@R36]), we simulated 1 matrix for source (i.e., source, *G*~exc~) and 48 matrices for each detector (i.e., *G*~det~). Then, the multiplication of these two green functions delivered the photon propagation model for 48 source-detector pairs (movie S3). Then, the matrices were populated over the sampling plane (over 961 source positions), which represents the detector readings for all source positions (movie S3). The simulation run 106 photons for matching optical properties (μ~s~′ = 1 mm^−1^ and μ~a~ = 0.02 mm^−1^). In a PC (Intel Core i7-3820, 64-gigabyte memory), a simulation for a kernel matrix (one source--48 detectors) took 1 to 1.5 hours, depending on the number of source locations. One can seamlessly speed up the process by switching to a graphics processing unit--based MC.$$W(r_{\text{src}},r_{\text{det}},r) = G_{\text{src}}(r_{\text{src}},r)~\text{xG}_{\text{det}}(r,r_{\text{det}})$$$$U(r_{\text{src}},r_{\text{det}}) = \int_{\Omega}^{.}W(r_{\text{src}},r_{\text{det}},r)~C(r)\eta(r)\mathit{dr},r \in {\mathbb{R}}^{3}$$

Reconstruction algorithm: The inverse problem
---------------------------------------------

The diffuse nature of the light imposes an ill-posedness to the problem, and having an epiconfiguration hinders the independent measurements. Thus, sorting out the useful information becomes the key under these conditions ([@R37]). The unknown in this study is perceived as composite value of *x*(*r*) = *C*(*r*) \* η(*r*). By knowing the extinction coefficient and quantum yield of the fluorophore, one can extract the exact concentration ([@R38]). For this paper, it is sufficient to get relative distribution, *x*(*r*). Solving the equation above for the spatial distribution of fluorophore concentration requires an iterative process, and an up-to-date number of methods were proposed. Here, we use an *L~p~*-norm regularization scheme, expressed as the following optimization problem ([@R39])$$\text{min}\{{\| Ax - b\|}_{2}^{2} + \lambda{\| x\|}_{p}^{p}\},{\| x\|}_{p} = {(\sum_{i = 1}^{n}{\mid x_{i} \mid}^{p})}^{1/p}$$where **A** is the sensitivity matrix, generated by MC, and **b** is the measurement vector (fig. S3). For this study, we used the *L*~1~-norm regularization. A spatially variant regularization parameter, λ(*r*), determined through the *L*-curve method ([@R40]), helped in alleviating the ill-posedness of the problem.

Multimodal imaging and image registration
-----------------------------------------

Our custom-made plexiglass perfusion chamber enabled a multimodal imaging without disturbing the medium. Our imaging procedure began with μMRI imaging and LSCM and concluded with MFMT data acquisition. Because of the long acquisition time in μMRI and LSCM and to avoid the deprivation of cells from oxygen and nutrition, our experiments include a smaller number of data points for those modalities. Data points from those imaging modalities helped us reveal the trend for volumetric change, while MFMT delivered more detailed variation in volume change.

MRI imaging
-----------

We applied two different protocols, (i) polystyrene and agar phantom and (ii) glioblastoma and collagen sample, due to their different composition and water content. The μMRI protocol agar phantom (Bruker 7T μMRI) used an echo time of 72 ms with a RARE (Rapid Acquisition with Relaxation Enhancement) factor of 12 and a repetition rate of 1300 ms for 100-μm isotropic resolution over a volume of 2 cm by 2 cm by 2 cm. The protocol for collagen structure used 80-ms echo time with a rare factor of 12 and 1200-ms repetition time. The imaging volume was 3 cm by 3 cm by 3 cm with isotropic cubic voxels of 150 μm. Data acquisition took 2 hours and 18 min. μMRI images provided both the location of spheroids and the shape of the 3D-printed collagen. To get the collagen morphology within the plexiglass chamber, we used 80-ms echo time with a rare factor of 12. The top surface of the collagen had a concave curvature, and the thickness gets smaller by time. This information played a key role in adjusting the focal plane for MFMT and coregistering the 3D reconstruction over the collagen phantom.

LSCM imaging
------------

We used a conventional confocal microscope (LSM 510; ZEISS) for both polystyrene bead and GBM imaging. For resolution study, we used a 543-nm HeNe laser and an HFT UV/488/543/633 dichroic mirror BP 565-615 filter pair to match the excitation spectra of red fluorescent protein polystyrene beads (Cospheric Inc., USA). For vascular channel and GBM spheroid imaging, we used the 488-nm argon laser and 543-nm HeNe laser, respectively. BP 500-530 IR and BP 565-615 IR were used on the illumination path. For both excitation/emission configurations, we used Plan-Neofluar 10×/0.3 objective to take advantage of long working distance (5.2 mm) due to thick (2.75 mm) plexiglass optical window. Fluorophore bead imaging was completed with single data acquisition where both beads fit in the field of view, 900 μm by 900 μm (128 pixels by 128 pixels) with 7 μm by 7 μm by 30 μm voxelization for which data acquisition took 1 s per layer for averaging over 10 frames. In total, total volume data acquisition took 80 s. Perfusion chamber imaging required mosaicking due to large interrogation area, minimum 3 by 9 tiles, which typically took 1 to 2 hours to complete the dataset for 1.75 μm by 1.75 μm by 20 μm (512 pixels by 512 pixels) voxelization of 900 μm by 900 μm with averaging over 10 frames.

Resolution characterization phantom
-----------------------------------

The beads were embedded inside an agar phantom (*z* = 1.25 mm), which had optical properties similar to brain tissue (μ~s~′ = 1 mm^−1^ and μ~a~ = 0.02 mm^−1^). This phantom was imaged using μMRI (7T; Bruker) and LSCM (LSM 510; ZEISS) to benchmark the 3D imaging performance of 2GMFMT. The optical imaging modalities were conducted through the same side of the chamber so that they both experience the same tissue thickness. We used two evaluation metrics to assess the performance of each modality. The first metric is the volume error (VE), which is defined as follows$$\text{VE}_{i} = \frac{V_{\text{GT}} - V_{i}}{V_{\text{GT}}} \times ~100$$where *V~i~* stands for the volume measurement of each sphere (*i* = 1,2). The other one is the sphericity (*S*) metric that reports on the accuracy of the reconstructed spherical shape and was computed as follows$$S_{i} = 100 \times \frac{4 \times \pi \times {V_{i}}^{2}}{9 \times {A_{i}}^{3}}$$
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Fig. S1. 2D monolayer culture of GBM cells.

Fig. S2. Suspension culture of 3D GBM spheroids.

Fig. S3. Full EMCCD chip with 2 by 2 binning was used for most of the acquisition schemes.

Fig. S4. Comparison of imaging modalities monitoring tumor growth on sample 2.

Fig. S5. Comparison of imaging modalities monitoring tumor growth on sample 3.

Fig. S6. Comparison of imaging modalities monitoring tumor growth on sample 4.

Fig. S7. GBM spheroids cultured with glial cells and endothelial cells within soft ECM.

Movie S1. Fluorescence sphere reconstruction (fluorescent beads with μMRI, LSCM, and MFMT).

Movie S2. Tumor:1-2-3-4 MFMT-LSCM-MRI reconstruction.

Movie S3. Sensitivity matrix generation.

[View/request a protocol for this paper from *Bio-protocol*](https://en.bio-protocol.org/cjrap.aspx?eid=10.1126/sciadv.aay7513).
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